
House concert

at Andrea's house. 04/06/2014

„Travel... life... crossroads... rises... abeyance... passions.... timidity... growth... 
power... opportunity... love...“            

These are the ingredients which have characterized the evening. 

Our camera will try to report about it. 

We enter the concert room... everything is ready.

The room of the flags. It seems like you 
could respire the emotions and thoughts  
from Andrea. Everything in this room tells 
something about him. 
I feel like I would enter his innermost and 
therefore I almost walk on tippy-toes with a 
deep feeling of respect and affection.



And while we were waiting for the concert to begin, we talked about puff pastry.

↓ Andrea

And then the concert begins and 
Andrea introduces his first guest. 

Matteo Motto.  

Matteo is a pianist from Lecco.   

Matteo    →

Matteo made us dreaming... 
soft and interesting melodies,
very touching!!

Great Matteo!! 

→ my dreamy mien



Then it was Luca Pina's turn to play, he is also a pianist from Lecco.

 
His music...
intermittent... and full of power!!

Every test of life is an opportunity to grow  
and to improve.

 
His fingers are flitting over the keys.

It seemed to me like an unknown force had 
acquired his hands. 

He went from fast tones to very delicate 
notes, from very quick passages to 
moments of great gentleness. 

It literally blowed me out off my shoe !! 
Great!



And then we were gloating over the music from Francesco Mantovani...

While he was playing he seemed to sink 
completely into the music with his whole 
personality and gradually his feelings 
emerge on his face.

...and Andrea

With his travel diary and his new project 
CHRONOS.

My mien, while I'm listening to Andrea 
→

(Andrea, we love you!!!)



At the end, to finish the concert with beauty, played the little Gabby a wonderful „O 
Susanna“ for us. 

A little talent Great!!!

At this point the true words by Lorella (Andrea's mother)

„After we were caring for our spirit, we need 
to care for our body too! Let's go to have 
dinner!“

And after we were talking about puff pastry, this thing surely wont be spoiled! 

Arrived at the hall, there was really everything...
Cakes .... Confectionery ... savory biscuits ... pancakes 



After I have gained at least 1 kg, I got the idea to take a picture of the little one of Carri's 
house. 

Batuffolo, the little tomcat (who was watching at us from the window door at the balcony)

   ↑ But here it is much nicer Maria

Maria, Andrea's fiancé,
graciously captured him.

A wonderful shot from him while he was 
sitting on Maria's shoulder. 



After some chit-chat the evening ended.

Good music, conversations and reflections and also ...... 
a full belly! What can you say? 

Self-portrait

THANKS 
                ANDREA!!!

from Maria Pia and Giulio


